
 

 
 

‘HOLIDAY DATE’ 
Cast Bios 

 
MATT COHEN (Joel) – South Florida native Matt Cohen spent his high school years excelling in 
sports as well as academics and attended Florida State University to pursue a business degree.  
At FSU, he decided to include some theatre classes into his curriculum.  Within a short time, 
Cohen decided to plunge head first into his newfound passion for the arts. 
 
In 2005, Cohen moved out to Los Angeles and within the year signed on with The N network, a 
programming arm of MTV Networks, as a series regular on the award-winning “South of 
Nowhere.”  Cohen played the charismatic golden boy Aiden.  The show was produced by the Tom 
Lynch Company and completed three seasons. 
 
In 2007, Cohen transitioned to film with the lead in Columbia Picture’s Boogeyman 2, directed by 
Jeff Betancourt and written by Brian Sieve.  Cohen plays the charming Henry Porter in the sequel 
to Screen Gem’s successful 2005 film.  Cohen continued to excel in his acting endeavors with 
numerous guest-starring roles and a high-profile recurring guest roles on The CW’s “Supernatural” 
as young John Winchester (Jeffrey Dean Morgan). 
 
In 2009, Cohen went on to secure lead roles in several feature films including Chain Letter, written 
and directed by Deon Taylor, Almont Films’ drama The Outside, written and directed by Ari Davis, 
and Dark House, directed by Darin Scott and written by Darin Scott and Kerry Douglas Dye.  Later 
that year, Cohen joined producer Josh Schwartz (“The OC,” “Gossip Girl,” “Chuck”) for his 
innovative angst-filled comedy web series “Rockville, CA” as the sexy bassist/bartender Syd. 
 
Cohen went on to secure a recurring role in The CW’s “90210” as Jeremy in 2011.  In 2015, he 
landed the role of Levi Sutter in a large four-episode arc on ABC’s award-winning drama, “How 
to Get Away with Murder,” and reprised his role of young John Winchester on The CW’s 
“Supernatural,” bringing the span of this role to eight years. 
 
In 2016, Cohen joined the prestigious cast of ABC’s “General Hospital” where he made his debut 
as Dr. Griffin Munro and remained a contract player for three years.  During that time, in 2017, 
he also appeared in a three-episode arc on “Criminal Minds: Beyond Borders” where he played 
the son of Gary Sinise’s character.  Immediately following, Cohen took on a co-starring role in the 
independent feature film The Husband, produced and directed by Emmy® award winning Lane 
Shefter Bishop.  The Husband is currently in production and slated for a 2019 release. 
 

# # # 
 



BRITTANY BRISTOW (Brooke) – A native of Toronto, Canada, Brittany Bristow began acting 
at the age of six.  At the age 12, after numerous national commercials, a television guest star 
appearance and four films, she auditioned for Canada’s National Ballet School.  Upon acceptance, 
she put her acting career on hold to attend the prestigious program and complete her studies.  
In 2008, Bristow graduated from the professional training program and returned to acting, her 
true passion.  Taking time to study through intensive programs at the American Academy of 
Dramatic Arts in New York and with Larry Moss, she continues to find further passion and joy for 
the work she does.  
 
Interested in understanding every aspect of the industry, Bristow has worked as a producer, 
writer and script editor.  At the end of 2017, she was elated to accept the CIFF (Canadian 
International Faith & Family Film Festival) Award for Best Supporting Actress for her portrayal of 
Johanna in Saul: The Journey to Damascus. 
 
Over the past few years, Bristow has been delighted to work on several projects with Hallmark 
Channel, including “Love Blossoms,” “Royal Matchmaker,” “Christmas Next Door,” “Love on 
Safari,” “Christmas at the Palace” and “Love, Romance & Chocolate.”  She is elated for “Holiday 
Date” to be her debut as a leading lady with the network.  Bristow is also currently starring in the 
television series “Rising Suns” and serves as host of “Wildlife Quest,” a show created, written and 
produced with her family for National Geographic. 
 

# # # 
 
TERYL ROTHERY (Donna Miller) – Vancouver native Teryl Rothery has had a keen interest in 
performing arts since childhood.  Her outgoing personality gravitated her towards the 
entertainment industry, beginning her career as a dancer at age 13 when she performed in her 
first musical, Bye Bye Birdie.  She made her first television appearance five years later in a CBC 
Halloween special and has been delighting audiences ever since. 
 
After performing voiceover work for the English-language version of the popular anime series 
“Ranma ½,” Rothery made her CBS/Fox MOW debut with the Christopher Reeve drama “Mortal 
Sins” – her first of more than two dozen made-for-TV movies in 10 years.  Her most recent include 
the Hallmark Channel Original Movies “Valentine in the Vineyard,” “Road to Christmas,” 
“Christmas Getaway” and “All for Love;” the Hallmark Movies & Mysteries Originals “A Bramble 
House Christmas” and “Aurora Teagarden Mysteries: The Disappearing Game” and Lifetime’s 
“Santa’s Boots.”  Her theatrical features include the family films Andre, Diary of a Wimpy Kid and 
Masterminds with Patrick Stewart.  She was featured in Christopher Guest’s cult comedy Best in 
Show and held co-starring roles in “Video Voyeur” with Angie Harmon, “The Book of Ruth” with 
Christine Lahti, “The Twelve Days of Christmas Eve” with Molly Shannon and Whisper with Josh 
Holloway. 
 
Rothery has made guest appearances on The CW’s longest running hit “Supernatural” and 
“iZombie,” Netflix’s “The Killing,” A&E’s “Bates Motel,” Bravo’s “Imposters,” Showtime’s “The 
Outer Limits,” and Fox’s fan favorite series “The X-Files.”  Rothery has had recurring roles on 
Showtime’s “Jeremiah” and Fox’s “Wayward Pines” and significant recurring roles on Netflix’s 
“Travelers,” The CW’s “Arrow” and “Hellcats,” ABC’s “The Good Doctor,” Freeform’s “Kyle XY” and 
SYFY’s “Battlestar Galactica” spinoff “Caprica.”  Rothery’s television career also extends into 
animation, where she has been the voice of lead and supporting characters for multiple series 



such as “Dragonball Z,” “Robocop,” “Reboot,” “Little Prince,” “Barbie,” “Care Bears” and “Martha 
Speaks.” 
 
Rothery has received four Leo Awards nominations: Best Performance by a Female in a Short 
Drama for her performance in comedy short “Coffee Diva,” a nomination for her portrayal of Dr. 
Janet Fraiser in Showtime’s “Stargate SG-1,” one more for her terrific performance in CHUM’s 
“The Collector” and another for Best Supporting Performance by a Female in a Dramatic Series 
for her past recurring role in Global’s “The Guard.”  She was also nominated for a Jessie Award 
for her role as Claire in Tempus Theatre’s 2007 production of A Delicate Balance. 
 
Rothery is best known and loved for her portrayal of Dr. Janet Fraiser on Showtime’s “Stargate: 
SG-1” and her starring role opposite Andie MacDowell in the Hallmark Channel Original Series 
“Debbie Macomber’s Cedar Cove.”  Rothery recently filmed Hallmark’s “Chesapeake Shores” with 
Diane Ladd and Treat Williams. 
 

# # # 
 
BRUCE BOXLEITNER (Walter Miller) — As one of Hollywood's leading men, Bruce Boxleitner 
has starred in a major motion picture franchise, numerous feature films, several popular television 
series, produced a major network film and TV series, performed on Broadway, and authored two 
science fiction novels. 
 
Boxleitner received his formal acting training on stage.  A native Midwesterner, he is an alumnus 
of Chicago’s prestigious Goodman Theatre.  In 1972, he starred in the Broadway production of 
Status Quo Vadis with Ted Danson.  He then relocated to Los Angeles and quickly landed a guest 
spot on the legendary TV series “The Mary Tyler Moore Show,” as well as numerous guest roles 
on series, including “Hawaii 5-0,” “Baretta,” “Police Woman” and “Gunsmoke.” 
 
Boxleitner's big break occurred when he was cast opposite James Arness in the pilot for the epic 
TV series “How the West Was Won.”  He went on to star in the CBS series “Bring ’em Back Alive,” 
mini-series “East of Eden” and TV movie “The Last Convertible.” 
 
In 1982, Boxleitner was cast as the title role in Disney’s cult film TRON which garnered him 
science fiction fans worldwide.  However, it was in Boxleitner’s four-year run for CBS’ “Scarecrow 
and Mrs. King,” starring opposite Kate Jackson, which endeared him to fans everywhere and 
made him a household name.  In 1994, Boxleitner joined the cast of the popular TV series 
“Babylon 5” as John Sheridan, President of the Interstellar Alliance, a war hero-turned-diplomat 
at the helm of Earth Alliance Space Station in the year 2259.  The show aired for five seasons. 
 
Boxleitner most recently starred with Jeff Bridges in TRON: Legacy, the popular motion picture 
sequel to TRON.  The cast includes Garrett Hedlund and Olivia Wilde.  In addition, Boxleitner 
reprised his role in “TRON: Uprising” on Disney’s XD TV network, his first animated TV series.  
The multi-talented cast includes Elijah Wood, Mandy Moore, Lance Henriksen, and Paul Reubens.  
The original TRON recently celebrated its 30th anniversary. 
  
Several motion pictures include Gods and Generals with Robert Duvall, Jeff Daniels, Stephen Lang 
and Mira Sorvino; The Babe with John Goodman and Kelly McGillis; Kuffs with Christian Slater; 
and The Baltimore Bullet with James Coburn.  Numerous TV movie credits include “The Secret” 



with Kirk Douglas; “Perfect Family” with Jennifer O'Neal and Joanna Cassidy; “Double Jeopardy” 
with Rachel Ward, Sally Kirkland and Sela Ward; “Passion Flower” with Barbara Hershey and Nicol 
Williamson; and Hallmark Channel movies “Love’s Resounding Courage” and “Falling in Love with 
the Girl Next Door,” among many others.  The veteran actor has appeared in numerous recurring 
roles on TV series including “GCB” and “Heroes,” and has guest-starred on “NCIS” and “Chuck,” 
among others. 
 
A skilled horseman, Boxleitner utilized his talents in numerous Western TV series and films, 
including Kenny Rogers television movie series “The Gambler” that aired on CBS and NBC, starring 
opposite Kenny Rogers; “Gunsmoke V: One Man’s Justice” with James Arness (Arness’ final film); 
CBS’ remake of “Red River” with Gregory Harrison, James Arness and Laura Johnson; “Wyatt 
Earp: Return to Tombstone” with Hugh O'Brian; and “Down the Long Hills,” based on legendary 
western author Louis L’Amour’s novel of the same name. 
 
Boxleitner was inducted into the Hall of Great Western Performers at the National Cowboy and 
Western Heritage Museum in Oklahoma City in April 2012, honoring him for his illustrious career 
in western films.  He is a two-time recipient of the Wrangler Award. 
 
In 2013, Boxleitner co-starred with Andie MacDowell and Dylan Neal for three seasons in Hallmark 
Channel’s #1-rated cable program and first-ever prime-time series, “Debbie Macomber’s Cedar 
Cove” to rave reviews and an average of two million viewers.  In 2017, Boxleitner joined Neal 
once again, along with Brooke Burns, in “Eat, Drink & Be Buried: A Gourmet Detective Mystery,” 
the fourth installment of the successful Hallmark Movies & Mysteries movie franchise, “The 
Gourmet Detective.”  Most recently, he starred in the Hallmark Movies & Mysteries original 
“Matchmaker Mysteries: A Killer Engagement.” 
 
Boxleitner has authored two novels, Frontier Earth in 1999, and its sequel Frontier Earth: 
Searcher” in 2001, both published by The Berkley Publishing Group. 
 
Bruce Boxleitner resides in Los Angeles with his wife, publicist Verena King, and has three sons 
and a granddaughter: Sam, Lee, Michael and Lulabelle. 
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